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ABSTRACT

The safety management in various hospitals recently has begun in order to reduce the incidents and prevent human
errors. Among incidents that occurred in hospital, many are related to drug administration error. Drug administration
error is a type of human error that occurs somewhere in the process spanning from medicine prescription by the
doctor through administration by the nurse. We examined whether there is any problem with the incident report on
the drug administration error  in  the hospital.  Then,  we found that  it  is  difficult  for  safety  manager  with little
experience, to find the problems in drug administration task. Also we found that they didn’t  know how they would
discuss countermeasures.  Therefore we studied to help safety manager find and take measure in work including
dangerous factors at drug administration tasks by evaluating the risk of the work. The method is evaluating the risk
of the work in the drug administration tasks by using Factors List, Risk Score and Influence of the Factors. By using
this method, it helps safety managers in the hospitals understand problems of the work in the drug administration
tasks and activate the recurrence prevention activities of medical accident.

Keywords:  Human  Error,  Human  Error  Possibility,  Human  Reliability,  Performance  Shaping  Factors,  Safety
Management

INTRODUCTION

In medical institutions such as hospitals, there has been great interest in safety activities for medical services related
to the patient's life. Therefore, safety activity is important in hospitals in order to continue to protect safety. One of
major safety activity in hospital is recurrence prevention activities of medical accidents. This is activities in which
medical safety manager investigate the accident and discover the dangerous factors and take measures.  Because
there are many personnel,  money, time, and equipment in  large-scale hospitals, safety manager can easily takes
measures. But  because there are not much personnel, money, time, and equipment in small-scale hospitals, safety
manager  cannot  easily takes measures.  For this reason safety manager have to take measures  against  the most
dangerous factor included in the work. The most dangerous factor is decided by safety manager. If safety manager
don’t have much knowledge and experience of accidents, it is difficult that safety manager takes measure  against
accident. Figure 1 is ratio of the number of accidents in about 400 hospitals.
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Figure 1: Ratio of the number of accidents in about 400 hospitals. (January 2010-June 2013)

It is found that drug administration tasks have the largest percentage from Figure 1. From the above, we studied to
help  that  safety  manager  find  and  take  measure  in  work  including the  largest  dangerous  factors  at  drug
administration tasks. In this paper, we wrote about methods of evaluating risk of work and how to use them. We call
risk of work as Human Error Possibility.

THE METHOD OF EVALUATING RISK OF WORK IN DRUG 
ADMINISTRATION TASKS

Factors List

First, we investigated what kind of dangerous factors is in drug administration tasks when an accident occurs. In that
case, safety manager can soon conceive factors that directly affect the accident. Certainly when an accident occurs in
medical field, it is important for safety manager to find factors that directly affect the accident. But it is important to
find not only the clear factor but also a lot of factors that lurk in the back side of the clear factor from a past
accident. Decreasing these latent factors leads to the prevention of a severe accident. In a word, it means that taking
measures based on analyzing incidents will consequentially prevent a severe accident. This idea is based on the
Heinrich’s hierarchy "There are accident of 29 medium degrees and 300 slight cases in the back side of one severe
accident ". When an accident occurs, the possibility that a lot of incidents have been lurking till then is high.      
Then we examined  a lot of factors that  lurk in the back side of the clear factor  from a past  accident.  First we
analyzed 30 incident cases with 30 persons concerned with 10 hospitals (safety managers, nurses, pharmacist, etc…)
by  using  Root  Cause  Analysis.  Root  Cause  Analysis  is  method that  can  extract  a  lot  of  potential  factors  by
prompting  that analyst to consider many times why accident happened. Also analyst can understand structure of
cause and effect of the accident. Figure 2 is  an example of the result of the Root Cause Analysis. By using this
method, we were able to extract 666 factors lurking in the accident of drug administration task.
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Figure 2: An example of Root Cause Analysis

Next we counted the number of 666 factors included in the 236 incident reports in 10 hospitals. And we narrowed
down 666 factors to 64 factors. We define 64 factors as “Factors List”. Table 1 is the Factors List created. We have
set the references and keywords to each factor.

Table 1: Factors list (excerpts)

Factors Reference Keywords

Noise environment Always be big sound in hospital ward noisy, sound, ears

Ventilation difficulty Have a bad odor in hospital word smell, nose, odor

Lack of 
temperature 
control

Setting injection in the cold cannot be 
well for hands grow numb with cold 

hot, cold, temperature, 
chilly, warm

Poor lighting 
environment

Working room with drowsiness in the 
dark

dark, light, lightning, 
hard to see

Lack of vibrant Some people don’t come back to say 
good morning

good morning, vibrant, 
energetic, voice

Lack of opinion 
exchange 
opportunities

Opportunity to bandy the opinion on an 
equal basis is less

field, title, objective, 
management, boss, 
exchange of opinion, 
leader
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Risk Score

Next, we examined the degree of danger for each factor included in Factors  List in drug administration tasks. We
define this as “Risk Score”. Therefore we set the Risk Score of each factor by referring to the data of NUREG/CR-
1278. NUREG/CR-1278 is the data indicating the probability of human error in the work and used in nuclear power
industry. In addition, we also used HEART (Human Error Assessment and Reduction Technique) with the aim of
complementing the NUREG/CR-1278. Table 2 is a one case. In this way, we established Risk Score of 64 factors.

Table 2: Risk Score (see NUREG/CR-1278)

Influence  of the Factors

 Next, we examined the degree of influence of each factor in Factors List that affects the accident. We define this as
“Influence  of  the  Factors”.  Influence  of  the  Factors  is  the  degree  to  which  the  factors  are  affecting  incident.
Therefore, in the present study, we calculated the degree of influence of each factor by using the following formula.

Influence of the Factors = the number of factors obtained from incident reports / the number of incident reports

The calculation was based on the keywords included in Factors List.

Calculation of the risk of each factor

It is possible to calculate a risk of factor by using “Factors List”, ”Risk Score” and “Influence of Factors” as defined
previously. We show the formula below.

Risk of each factor = presence or absence of each factor (0, 1) × Risk Score of each factor ×Influence of each Factor

By this formula, risk of each factor can be calculated.

Table 3: Risk of each factor

Factors
Degree of
influence

Risk of
each

factor(10
^-4)

Factors
Degree of
influence

Risk of each
factor(10^-

4)

Noise environment 0.002 0.02
Hazardous 
work

0.008 1.17

Ventilation difficulty 0.002 0.02
Short-distance 
management

0.020 0.10

Lack of temperature
control

0.005 0.05
Poor 
identification

0.055 1.66

Poor lighting 
environment

0.002 0.12
Management of
multiple 
standards

0.011 0.11
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Lack of vibrant 0.113 13.58
Standards 
change

0.005 0.55

Lack of opinion 
exchange 
opportunities

0.096 38.41
Irregular 
preparation

0.009 4.29

Not penetration of 
safety management

0.009 2.15
Risk areas in 
management

0.022 2.19

Deterrence of 
observer

0.014 14.05
An optimistic 
plan adopted

0.027 13.27

Not understanding 
concept of safety 
management

0.040 15.93
Work site is 
narrow

0.027 0.27

Deficiencies of 
Education system

0.215 43.09
Equipment use 
hard

0.149 74.55

Time pressure 0.158 157.69
Other 
intervention

0.062 62.45

Working alone 0.024 2.42
Other 
management 
products use

0.020 0.41

Small number of 
people

0.018 13.47
Other 
departments 
for work

0.021 52.69

Not consideration of 0.056 42.15
Poor contact 
between 
departments

0.073 36.30

recovery time 0.016 1.64 Rare working 0.015 7.42

Many work steps 0.008 1.17 Prepare early 0.019 0.75

Placement of 
unhealthy workers

0.098 49.18 Check excerpt 0.428 12.83

Getting used to 
work

0.012 0.12
Simple work 
specialization

0.200 199.84

Penetration of local 
rules

0.087 43.72
Own way work 
reduction

0.012 5.85

Step priority 0.012 6.25
Bad work 
request

0.031 9.37

Non-consideration 
of personal 
characteristics

0.165 24.82
Cooperation 
unsuitable

0.030 0.30

Bring materials 
management 
system deficiencies

0.063 6.32
Recovery 
overconfidence

0.012 1.05
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Difficult 
interpretation of 
article

0.161 4.82
Information 
difference

0.029 2.89

Lack of information 
at the time of 
instruction

0.011 32.79
Bulk 
management

0.084 67.45

Instructions view 
differences

0.013 3.32
Equipment 
operation 
difficulties

0.045 4.53

Unclear instructions 0.074 2.22 Poor grasp 0.052 1.55

Verbal instructions 
corresponding

0.034 134.27
Subordinated 
discovery of 
anomalies

0.092 92.12

Additional work 
requested

0.039 0.39
Lack of action 
for 
understanding

0.060 75.14

Lack of information 
aggregation

0.023 11.32
Working for 
unknown

0.137 13.66

Changing 
instructions shared

0.136 13.58
Correspondenc
e　to 
unreasonable

0.006 6.25

Similar iterations 0.012 2.50
Correspondenc
e unexpected 
behavior

0.170 170.18

Amount of the work 
is different from day
to day

0.008 1.17
Inadequate 
planning

0.025 62.45

Calculation of Human Error Possibility (risk of work)

By calculating risk of each factor, it is possible to calculate a risk of work. A risk of work consists of many risks of 
factors. And a risk of work shows Human Error Possibility. Since each factor included in Factors List is 
independent, the following formula is obtained. 

Human Error Possibility = 1-Π (1- risk of factors)

=1-Π (1- presence or absence of each factor × Risk Score of each factor ×Influence of each Factor)

In this way, we can calculate Human Error Possibility.

Evaluation

Safety manager can  tell that the higher  the  Human Error Possibility, the higher the priority, which  means they
should take measure for that work.
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VERIFICATION

Actually,  we verified this method in the A hospital.  Figure 3 is the flow of drug administration tasks in the A
hospital.

Doctor Nurse Pharmacist Patient

Double check

Administer medicines

Carry the medicine to
ward

Fill in medicines with a
date and set medicines

Set medicine of the next
day

Prepare
medicines

Receive a
examination

Examination

Instruction on
the prescription Receive an instruction on

the prescription

Pass a prescription to the pharmacy

Figure 3: The flow of drug administration tasks in the A hospital.

 The safety manager in the A hospital pick all the factors that are true for Factors List in drug administration tasks of
their own hospital. Factors whose degree of risk is higher become factors against which they should take measures. 
Figure 4 show Human Error Possibility in the A hospital. And figure 4 show that the risk of “Receive an instruction 
on the prescription” is the highest.
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Figure4: Human Error Possibility of each work in drug administration tasks

Table 4: Dangerous factors included in “Receive an instruction on the prescription”

By looking at  the table  4, we can evaluate that factor
of  “Time pressure”  included in “Receive  an instruction on the  prescription” should be addressed in  the  A
hospital. Furthermore, by comparing Human Error Possibility of the one hospital with Human Error Possibility of
the other hospitals and finding the work that has the highest Human Error Possibility, it also will be possible to help
safety managers in the hospitals to improve the work. As a result of using our method, safety managers said that
finding a weakness in the drug administration tasks became easier by the presence of the indicator of the risk of
work, and that it  was very convenient when  taking measures. Further, safety managers said that  they could take
better measures by being able to find problems that they didn’t care when taking measures.
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Dangerous Factors
Human Error

Possibility

Time pressure 0.0158 

Verbal instructions 
corresponding

0.0134 

Other intervention 0.0062 

Other departments for 
work

0.0053 

Lack of information 
transfer

0.0049 
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CONCLUSIONS

One of major safety activity in hospital is recurrence prevention activities of medical accidents. This is activities in
which medical safety manager investigate the accident and discover the dangerous factors and take measures. What
is important in this activity is to discover the dangerous factors. Safety manager have to discover the dangerous
factors  and  understand  the  problems  exactly,  or  recurrence  prevention  activities  does  not  work.  Also  by
understanding which work has problems, safety manager can use the past measures and studies. But in fact, for the
inexperienced safety managers, it is difficult to discover the dangerous factors and understand the problems exactly.
 From the above, we studied to help safety manager find and take measure in work including dangerous factors at
drug administration tasks by evaluating the risk of the work. The method is to evaluate the risk of the work in the
drug administration tasks by using Factors List, Risk Score and Influence of the Factors. By using this method,
safety managers in the hospitals  can easily understand problems of the work in the drug administration tasks and
activate the recurrence prevention activities of medical accident.
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